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You know it when you feel it



A tool that feels like an  
extension of your mind







Paleolithic Handaxe 
150000 BC

Apple iPhone 
2017 AD
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Aligning interfaces to the way we think 
and the way we move





Our interfaces need to be fluid 
because we are fluid



Respond to input instantly





10ms lag 50ms 100ms 200ms



Look for delays everywhere



Allow for constant redirection 
and interruption





What if it wasn’t redirectable?



Linear interfaces 
Gesture happens after thought

Thought Decision Gesture Release
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Gesture happens in parallel with thought

Thought Decision

Gesture Release



Gestures in Parallel With Thought

•Faster than thinking before doing 
•One gesture solves multiple problems 
•Helps with discovery 
•Allows you to layer gestures at the speed of thought





Swipe homescreen 
pages while going home





Go to multitasking while 
app is launching





Close app while 
launching app





Interact with app 
as it launches



Respond to redirection  
as fast as possible





How can we detect this 
pause in motion?



How can we detect this 
pause in motion?

Timer too slow







Maintain spatial consistency 
throughout movement



In view Out of view 



In view Out of view 

Consistent location 







Not spatially 
consistent



Hint in the direction of the gesture



Initial 

Final 



Hinting 

Initial 

Final 





Keep touch interactions lightweight 
 



Keep touch interactions lightweight 
but amplify their motion



FPO



Short interaction





infer trajectory with 
position 
velocity 
speed 
force





infer trajectory with 
position 
velocity 
speed 
force



Amplified result of movement 
that still feels like an 

extension of you



















Softly indicate boundaries





Soft transitions



Soft transition from dock to app



Design smooth frames 
of motion







Too much  
visual change



30fps 30fps
looks smooth visually strobes



30fps 30fps
looks smooth visually strobes



30fps 60fps
less strobing at  

same speed



Normal Motion  
Blur

Motion  
Stretch
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Normal Motion  
Blur

Motion  
Stretch





Work with behavior  
rather than animation
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Fluid Interfaces Think Like Us

Instant response and constant redirection

Maintain spatial consistency

Hint in the direction of the gesture

Lightweight interactions, amplified output

Soft boundaries and transitions

Design smooth, dynamic behavior
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Designing with Dynamic Motion

Seamless motion

Crafting a character

Understanding intent









Characteristics of the physical world 
make great behaviors
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Seamless Scrolling

Familiar, natural motion

Maintains throw momentum

Friction gracefully reduces speed

Imperceptibly comes to rest











































































Stay in character







FPO



FPO



Intent is expressed through motion































// Distance travelled after decelerating to zero velocity at a constant rate. 
func project(initialVelocity: Float, decelerationRate: Float) -> Float { 
    return (initialVelocity / 1000.0) * decelerationRate / (1.0 - decelerationRate) 
}



// After the PiP is thrown, determine the best corner and re-target it there. 

let decelerationRate = UIScrollView.DecelerationRate.normal 

let projectedPosition = ( 
  x: x.value + project(initialVelocity: x.velocity, decelerationRate: decelerationRate) 
  y: y.value + project(initialVelocity: y.velocity, decelerationRate: decelerationRate), 
) 

let nearestCornerPosition = nearestCornerTo(projectedPosition) 

x.target = nearestCornerPosition.x 
y.target = nearestCornerPosition.y
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Designing with Dynamic Motion

Continuous behaviors, not timed animations

Draw inspiration from the physical world

Springs don’t need to be springy!

Align motion with intent
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Responding to Interaction

Design of taps and swipes

Principles of fluid interactions

Dealing with multiple gestures



Designing a tap





















Designing a swipe



Designing a swipe

drag
pan
flick

scroll
slide
throw











Hysteresis 10pt























Touch and content move together













Provide continuous feedback











UISwipeGestureRecognizer

UIPanGestureRecognizer



UISwipeGestureRecognizer

UIPanGestureRecognizer



UITouches

UIPanGestureRecognizer

UISwipeGestureRecognizer



Combining gestures







Visual feedbackWhat is the gesture?

Starts Recognized



Visual feedbackWhat is the gesture?

Starts Recognized



Scroll

3D Touch

Starts Recognized



Scroll

3D Touch

Starts Recognized









Taps are delayed 
because of double-tap
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Responding to Interaction

Design of taps and swipes

Content and touch move one-to-one

Provide continuous feedback

Detect multiple gestures in parallel
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• Teaching



Visual Cues











Elevate interactive elements to 
a separate plane





Use behavior to teach gesture





Explanations





Fun



Playfulness
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Playfulness

A natural consequence of a fluid interface

Happens when the interface feels in sync with you

You feel comfortable exploring new areas

Allow people to discover your interface through play



Play into our natural fiddle factor
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Fluidity as a Medium

Design the interactions to be inseparable from the visuals

A interactive demo is worth a million static designs

Prototyping helps you think by exploring

Sets a goal for the implementation

Hard to copy and gives your app a unique character






